Art’s Eye

photographic

Product Photography Price list for ~
Small Objects

PRICING
Single item (Max Dia 30 cm x Ht 30 cm) - £36.00 Cut out add £12.00
2 to 4 items - £26.00 each Cut out add £12.00 each
5 to 8 items - £22.00 each / Cut out add £12.00 each
9 to 15 items - £18.00 each / Cut out add £12.00 each
16 to 50 items - £14.00 each / Cut out add £12.00 each
50 or more items - £13.00 each / Cut out add £12.00 each
Group-shots of 2 to 5 items - £65.00 / Cut out add £12.00
Special Creative arrangements charged at a starting rate of £75.00 per hour.
All prices are not subject to VAT at this present time.
I prefer to collect items from my client and return items with images on Disc to client in
person and free of travel expenses providing that the collection and delivery point is within
25 road miles from RH20 1AH (Pulborough Rail Station).
There will be a milage charge of .60 pence per mile for each mile where the locations travelled between are further then 25 road miles from RH20 1AH (Pulborough Rail Station).
Image Capture will be a RAW data file, and will be white balanced and clean of all dust and
scratches prior to final output format.
The Output image files will be in colour space S-RGB jpg 360 ppi 5128 pxl or 42 cm at longest
edge for print and S-RGB jpg 72 ppi 920 x 600 pxl max for Web publishing (approx dimensions
unless other format specified).
Image file numbering will have the item catalogue number added as a prefix which will also
be embedded into the metadata for accurate auditing purposes.
TERMS OF SERVICE
1. In order that the photographer’s insurers can be appraised of the extent of the liability
involved, the collective value of items designated for the commission must be declared by
the client to the photographer prior to their being accepted for image capture and conveyed
from the client to the studio.
It is then the insurers duty to advise the photographer to give true and reasonable assurance
that where the photographer takes every reasonable measure to safeguard the clients property from loss or damage, that the photographer is fully indemnified by the insurer.
2. To validate the integrity of the commission, an inventory will be required listing each item
to be photographed and its stock number, checked and signed by the client and photographer at the time of collection and again at the time of return. Where no stock number is
present, the photographer will designate his own. RAW files will be stored and all copyrights
retained by the photographer, reproduction in part or whole is subject to licence and the
submission of an open property release signed by the client.
Art Hutchins LRPS.SWPP. Photographer
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